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ARCHER XTREME™ RAK 1000 — ONE PIN PERFECTION 

 

Archer Xtreme’s New RAK 1000 Bow Sight Takes Sight Technology to the Next Level 
 
Bowhunters are willing to hunt harder, spend longer hours, climb higher mountains and penetrate deeper into the bush all to 
ensure their success. Hunting to these extremes requires equipment tough enough to handle the rigors of an extreme 
backcountry hunt as easily as it does a short walk to your favorite whitetail tree stand or turkey blind. It deserves the RAK 
1000 from Archer Xtreme (AXT). 
 
From a quick glimpse to actually holding the Archer Xtreme RAK 1000, you’ll immediately understand you have something 
different. The RAK 1000 features AXT’s FAST/RAK Detach System. Traditional sights are normally constructed with a dovetail 
system and ball detent locking system. AXT’s engineers looked at this system as the standard, noted the number of failures, 
and designed a stronger more reliable locking system known as the FAST/RAK Detach System. 
 
The FAST/RAK Detach System allows the archer to quickly and easily attach or detach the sight. The secret to the FAST/RAK 
Detach System is its double wishbone design. The FAST/RAK locks down with a lever or tab style mechanism. While a screw 
or knob could loosen and allow the sight to move, the FAST/RAK still holds the sight bar firmly in place. Another advantage of 
the FAST/RAK is its ability to lock anywhere along the sight bar. This allows the archer to tune the sight length—using the 
laser-etched marks along the 5.6-inch sight bar—to the diameter of the peep sight causing a concentric circle alignment. By 
aligning the concentric circles, torque is eliminated for maximum accuracy. 
 
Building on the FAST/RAK Detach System’s accuracy enhancements, the RAK 1000 features 2nd and 3rd axis adjustments. 
This keeps your level true when on flat ground, but it also ensures your level will hold true when shooting at up or down 
angles. 2nd and 3rd axis sight adjustments are not new to the industry, but AXT’s design is. AXT designed the axis adjustment 
as close to the pin as possible. This also increases accuracy. 
 
The RAK 1000 is a single pin adjustable sight. The advantage of a single .019-inch diameter pin is you can dial it to the exact 
distance and you’ll have the cleanest possible target with minimal distractions. The RAK 1000 is quickly and easily adjusted 
using AXT’s EDGE Gear Drive for quick, accurate, repeatable adjustments thanks to the stainless steel indicator pin and lock. 
 
Fiber optic is a double-edged proposition to some. While they are absolutely necessary for the best aim point (especially in low 
light conditions) they are also fragile and prone to breaking. To ensure the maximum ruggedness, Archer Xtreme’s Core Pin 
Technology runs the fiber optic through the pin to protect it and ensure your sight will be ready for action when you are.  The 
.019-inch pin provides just the right amount of light for any hunting condition, but just in case you find yourself needing a little 
more, AXT also includes a micro LED light with every AXT sight.   

 
As technology has improved, bowhunters have become more accurate and stretched to effective hunting ranges. The AXT 
RAK 1000 includes a 1 7/8-inch 2x power HD Hunter lens to improve the sight picture and accuracy at longer ranges. 
 
The RAK 1000 is available in black with red accent, may be converted for right-or left-handed shooters and has an  
MSRP of $259.99. 
 
For more information on the new Archer Xtreme RAK Series or Archer Xtreme’s full selection of high-performance sights, 
quivers, stabilizers and archery accessories, please contact: Archer Xtreme at P.O. Box 328 Belgrade, MT 59714. · 
Telephone: (406) 924-6113 · Or visit www.archerxtreme.com. 
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